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Abstract. A procedure is proposed to functionally decompose an already existing
integrated mechanical jet engine subsystem. An integrated sub system is a system
where the same design object satisfies multiple functions: which is typically the
case in aircraft engine sub systems and components. A generic decomposition
method will allow implementation and use in automated design systems and will
function as a means to build experiences into platforms. Using the procedure, an
enhanced function-means tree (E F-M tree) consisting of functional requirements,
means to satisfy the requirements and constraints was created for the integrated jet
engine component. The E F-M tree is then used to generate a hierarchy of
configurable components (CCs). A configurable component (CC) is a stand-alone
conceptual object that contains the functional requirement, means to satisfy the
requirement (or design solution) and constraints at a certain level of the E F-M tree.
A specific CC hierarchy configuration results in the description of the product
concerned. The usage of the CC hierarchy as design documentation as well as a
template to derive other designs from is demonstrated. Finally limitations of
describing product functional requirements using CC method and
recommendations for further development of the method are discussed.
Keywords. Integrated design, functional decomposition, enhanced function-means
tree, configurable components

1. Introduction
To be competitive in the market, companies need to prepare their products for
upcoming, novel developments. For a tier one aircraft sub systems supplier like GKN
Aerospace, this means to quickly integrate the sub systems into alternative system
architectures introduced by their customers. One such situation is engine - sub system
integration. Different engine architectures demand different designs of sub systems.
Due to market pressure, the sub system designs must be defined and evaluated to a
minimal cost and within a short timeframe. For delivering solutions quickly, in depth
knowledge about products that the company designs and manufacture is necessary.
Such knowledge can be captured in a product platform.
1
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In order to create a platform, it is necessary to understand the functions and interactions
of important product features. This necessitates a systematic way of documenting the
design. What is required of the product, what features satisfy the requirements and
what are the limitations of the features. The design documentation should be such that
addition, change or deletion is possible making it a continually expanding database.
Option should exist to link such a database to a CAD system that can generate various
input dependant configurations. Thus such a system will result in a platform being
made for the products concerned.
The first step in making such a database is to carefully identify and relate the
functions the structure is intended to satisfy, the means to satisfy those functions and
constraints if any. Once the identification is done, the function-means [1] and
constraints should be represented in an easily understandable form. For a modular
product or an assembled product, different modules or assemblies satisfy different
functions. The identification and representation of function-means is thus
straightforward for such products. However, for an integrated product system, where
the same part satisfies a multitude of functions, identification of function-means is
difficult. This paper examines how the said identification and representation can be
done for an integrated architecture product system. The structure considered in this
paper is known as a “cold structure”.
1.1. A cold jet engine structure
The “Cold structure” used as an example in this paper is a static component in a turbofan engine, sufficiently complex to view as a sub-system by itself. The major function
of this cold structure is to connect compressors and guide the flow between them. It is
referred to as cold since the temperatures it is exposed to (~2500C) is considerably less
than other parts of the engine such as combustor or turbines (~12000C). In a two shaft
turbo fan engine, such cold structure connects the low pressure compressor (booster)
with the high pressure compressor. In a three shaft engine the cold structure connects
the intermediate pressure compressor with the high pressure compressor. Depending on
the engine architecture (two/three shaft, geared) and engine manufacturer OEM the
cold structure may be referred to using different names (Intermediate Casing or IMC
for example) but in this report a generic structure with the most general functionalities
is considered for modeling. Figure 1 shows the position of a cold structure in a twoshaft turbo-fan engine.

Figure 1. Position of cold structure in a two spool turbofan engine (generic figure).
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2. Current practice
For mechanical component and sub-system design, engineering design activities are
driven by “statements of work” documents, as agreed with the system integrator, in this
case the engine OEM. Such document state design requirements and criteria, as well as
how information is shared between the integrating team and the component design
team. The requirements stem from a Requirements Engineering work where practices
differ, yet have in common that they should be expressed to replicate function and
performance, irrespective of a design solution. In practice, it is quite difficult to
separate out the dependency to the choice of product solution, since requirements are
being derived from a system solution with a certain component solution in mind.
From a component and sub system developers point of view, it is highly desired to
1) enable re-use of best practices and experiences, 2) to customize a product solution
based on the desired behavior “profile” , i.e. whether to optimize on low weight or
against manufacturing robustness as an example. Such decisions are made in any
design project, and typically require trading alternative concepts against each other.
Hence, it is desired to understand a components performance and behavior in a
systematic way. At present, such trades are captured in “Product Platforms” [2][3][4]
which has been developed together with Chalmers over the last years.
It is also noted that the value of how to trade the performance and behavior of the
targeted design solution, is an integral part of the dialogue within the design team and
together with the integrator. At present the decision support for this work is limited to
“structural analysis” such as using PUGH matrices, QFD analysis or FMECA work [5]
where the function is separated out from the design solution.
There is – however – not an established support for how to systematically express
a component performance and behavior from a functional perspective. F-M studies are
being made, yet not a part of a standard work, but rather as an analysis tool for training
or post design engineering work.
2.1. Literature review
There exist a variety of approaches to functional description and decomposition.
Aurisicchio et al. [6] classifies methods of representing product functional breakdown
into form-dependant methods and form-independent methods. Form dependant
methods are those that depend on the shape of the product (components in the
assembly). Form-independent methods do not depend on the shape of the component
and proposes generic solutions. In order to generate the functions, methods such as
functional analysis system technique or subtract and operate procedure can be used. For
an already existing product, form dependant methods are more intuitive to use. In order
to represent the functional breakdown, Aurisicchio et al. [6] proposes a functional
analysis diagram (FAD). The FAD aims to combine a CAD model and functional
descriptions of different parts in the model using day-to-day language.
Levandowski et al. [7] did an early effort to represent an integrated component
using configurable component approach. However the study was aimed at exhibiting
the capabilities of the configurable component method as a means of product platform
creation and did not focus on how to extract functions and means from an integrated
component like a cold structure and represent them as a configurable component. In
contrast to Levandowski et al. [7], we focused on functional decomposition itself and
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subsequent representation of the
configurable component approach.

identified

function-means-constrains

using

3. The E F-M tree and Configurable Component (CC) concept
3.1. The enhanced function means tree
A function-means tree (F-M tree) is a graphical representation of a need and the
solution that satisfies the need. For example the need to cut vegetables satisfied by a
chef’s knife. Andersson et al. [8] propose the enhanced function means tree as
function-means tree enhanced to include constraints associated with the solutions as
well. This enables visualizing a complete picture of the product functional breakdown.
The elements of a function means tree according to Andersson et al. [8], considered in
this paper are:
3.1.1. Functional requirement
Functional requirements are what a product or element of a product does in order to
contribute to a certain purpose by creating an internal or external effect [8].
3.1.2. Means
Means are physical or abstract entities chosen during design process to fulfill the
functional requirements. Means are referred to as Design Parameters (DP) in [8] though
in this paper, following [7], they are referred to as Design solutions (DS).
3.1.3. Constraints
Constraints are non functional requirements that do not have specific solution rather
bound and add value to solution space such as weight, cost, reliability, safety and
ergonomics.
Therefore it is possible to represent product information as an E F-M tree hierarchy.
Figure 2 show an E F-M tree for a kitchen knife.

Figure 2. E F-M tree for at chef's knife. FR, DS and C representations adapted from [7].

3.2. The configurable component (CC) method
The CC method is described [9]. The method was developed as a concept model for
developing computer based product platforms. In its simplest form, when functional
requirements, means and constraints in the E F-M tree at a certain level are taken
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together, the resulting construct is a CC. In the CC model, means (as defined in section
3.1.2) is termed as design solution (DS). Therefore in the most basic form a CC
contains Functional Requirements (FR), Design Solutions (DS) and Constraints (C).
The E F-M tree hierarchy thus turns into a number of interconnected CCs.
A CC is a standalone object that can call other CC objects. A particular CC can be
made such that it satisfies the constraints in a certain manner. Eg. choose the 3rd
dimensional value from an available list of 5. Thus a CC has been configured according
to a requirement and hence the name ‘configurable’ component. It can also be that a
design solution is assigned a certain dimension. When a CC is configured (assigned
values or made selection or such), it is called an instantiation. A product will then be a
collection of all configured (or instantiated) CCs.
Multiple CCs can communicate to each other and can have interfaces. CC
Interfaces are not considered in this paper. Details about CC interfaces can be found in
[9].
According to definition in [9], inside a certain CC, an FR is satisfied by one and
only one DS. Multiple FRs and DSs inside a single CC will make the configuration of
the component difficult and decisions as to which solution needs to be applied difficult.
In other words, the CC does not exist as a stand-alone entity and configuration is
difficult.
When a DS satisfies a FR, the relation (indicated by arrows) between them is
termed ‘isb - is solved by’. Similarly the relation between a DS and C is termed ‘icb - is
constrained by’. When a DS refers to secondary FRs, the relation is termed ‘rf –
requires function’. When a CC refers to other CCs, the relation is termed ‘icu - is
composed using’.The terms, isb, icb, rf and icu can be noted in Figure 3. Other
relational terms also exist in CC definitions but are not considered in this paper.
In contrast to the definition of means in section 3.1.2, the DS in a configurable
component are generic in nature. Multiple DS can be solved by a component (CO) [7].
This is further exemplified in section 4.
Detailed application of the configurable component method can be found in [3]
and [4].

Figure 3. Creation of CCs from E F-M tree. Adapted from [9].
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4. Application of configurable component method to an integrated system
For the configurable component method to be applied to an already existing product, a
decomposition of the functions of the product must be performed. The method used for
functional decomposition is according to that suggested in Ullman [10]. For a certain
product it involves disassembling each constituent component and listing its functions.
For an integrated component, the same component satisfies a number of functions.
Different sections of the component can be thought of as satisfying different functions.
Similar to noting functions for each constituent component, functions can be noted for
each section. Figure 4 shows the cold structure designed by GKN Aerospace in
connection with the EU project Environmentally Friendly Aero-Engine, VITAL [11].
The most important sections, their functions, constraints and interfaces are noted down
in a table. Each row of the table will form the basis for a configurable component. The
functions of the section are the functional requirements, the section itself is the design
solution and constraints are constraints. The collection of each row is the listing of
function-means-constraints for the integrated mechanical component in its entirety. Not
all functions and design solutions concerning a cold structure are shown in this paper.
Only a selected number of functions are shown.
vanes
flanges

thrust lugs

Figure 4. Cold structure designed for the VITAL program [11]. Figure does not correspond to part marked in
Figure 1.

The method used can be summarized into the following steps.
1. Prepare an exhaustive list of functions that the integrated component is
required to satisfy
2. Separate the component into identifiable sections
3. Identify constraints associated with each section
4. Create a table in which each identified product section is assigned functions
that it satisfies and associated constraints
5. Create an E F-M tree for each section connecting functional requirement,
design solutions and constraints
6. Prepare configurable components from the E F-M tree table
While performing step-4, identification of further functional requirements might result.
These additional functional requirements should be added to the list created in step-1.
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Table 1. Functions, solutions and constraints.

No

Sections
(Design
Solutions)

Functions that the sections
satisfy (Functional
Requirements)

Constraints

1

Thrust lugs

transfer thrust loads to
aircraft

Length of thrust lug
arm
diameter of thrust lug
thickness of thrust lug
angle of inclination of
thrust lug
distance between the
arms of the thrust lug

2

Flanges

act as component interfaces

Inner diameter
Outer diameter
flange thickness

3

Vanes

connect flow annulus walls

vane thickness
vane forming methods
(cast/sheet metal)
vane height
vane length (actual
chord, axial chord)

transfer rotor loads to engine
outer frame
induce changes in flow
properties

The configurable components that are derived from the functions-meansconstraints for thrust lug is (first row of Table 1) shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. CC corresponding to thrust lug section as design solution.

There are a number of sections that satisfy function ‘to act as component
interfaces’. Thus a CC is made for flanges with applicable constraints. The instantiation
of the flange CC results in different flanges for the components.
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Figure 6. Flange CC and its instantiation.

It can be noted from Table 1 that the same sections satisfy multiple functions. As
stated in section 3.2, in a CC, a functional requirement is satisfied by one and only one
design solution. Therefore for a certain functional requirement, the closest concept
name that indicates a solution is noted with its constraints which in turn are satisfied by
the section (section becomes a CO as stated in section 3.2) mentioned in the table. Thus,
the vane section has three functions to satisfy which are met by three design solutions
expressed in general terms which in turn are provided by the section vane (similar to
what has been done for flanges, instantiation is also possible for vanes or thrust lugs
though they are not shown here).

Figure 7. CC for Vane.

The collection of all CCs forms the integrated component. Following sub-sections
detail two of the application cases for such a functional decomposition.
4.1. Application Case-1: Design documentation
Along with the table that lists the functional requirements and design solutions, the
collection of CCs form a basis for documenting the design. It is possible to get an
overview of the component design- which functions required the inclusion of what
sections and the constraints associated with the sections. Once the E F-M tree/CC
structure is made it is possible to visually identify the contribution of different product
sections towards satisfying different functional requirements.
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4.2. Application Case-2: generation of new designs
With reference for Figure 7, the section ‘vane’ satisfies three different functional
requirements. If the vanes are manufactured using sheet metal forming method, they
may not have enough strength to carry rotor loads towards engine outer frame.
Therefore the load transfer function needs to be satisfied using another section. As an
example, strut rods can satisfy the function of load transfer and they can be located
inside the vanes. If such is the case, the CC listing can be changed as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Separation of function from a section and formation of new design.

Only two CCs are satisfied by the vane section, the other CC is satisfied by the
struts sections. Thus a function is separated from a section and assigned to a new
section in order to create a new solution. In this case the functional breakdown
structure forms the basis of a product platform.
5. Concluding discussion and further work
A procedure has been proposed to represent the function-means-constraints of an
integrated jet engine component. The function-means-constraints representation was
then used to create configurable components, which are stand-alone objects that contain
a certain functional requirement, design solution that satisfies the requirement and
constraints associated with the design solution. The method was applied onto a
representative complex component, a cold structure. The generated CC structure was
demonstrated as design documentation as well as a template to generate additional
designs.
It is possible to perform a functional decomposition using the procedure though
hard to perform it without contextual knowledge. The decomposition was not possible
to uniquely derive, rather there exist alternate ways of decomposition still following the
suggested procedure. From a system viewpoint this is a limitation. Also, some lack of
clarity as to up to which level the decomposition should be done exist. These
limitations are discussed in detail below.
5.1. Way of identifying sections
Separation of the product into sections does not follow any uniquely defined rule. This
was done according to already existing knowledge about the system. It may be possible
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to decompose the product into sections in more than one way. Consequently different
CCs get generated. It is difficult to discern if CCs generated following a certain section
identification scheme is correct or not. Objective criteria must exist to evaluate which
way of section identification is most appropriate. This can be related to self sufficiency
of resulting CC in that all relevant constraints are identified and quantified.
5.2. Granularity for CCs
By granularity, the number of levels at which configurable components exist are meant
[9]. In this paper, only one level of configurable components (CCs) was identified
though CCs can work in multiple levels. The single level of CC comes from the single
level of the E F-M tree. A guideline is desired in terms of number of levels of CC
structure for efficient operation. In general, it can be stated that CCs should exist at that
level at which the design solutions (DSs) and constraints (Cs) are sufficiently simple,
resulting CCs are self contained and easily re-usable.
The CC method is a powerful way of representing the function means of a
structure. It captures the function, means and constraints in an effective and re-usable
manner. If made sufficiently generic (a suitable level of granularity), it is possible to
generate solutions automatically corresponding to requirements arising from higher
levels. As an example, architecture for a sub-system can then be automatically derived
from a CC model of an engine.
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